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Proposed a novel gas-gas ejector 
enhanced ARC  












Mixture richer in low 




A Novel Gas-gas Ejector Enhanced Autocascade
Refrigeration Cycle (NARC)
The ejector and phase separator can help to
conduct a secondary composition separation and
improve the performance
Basic Autocascade Refrigeration Cycle (ARC)
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Cycle description
































Based on the energy conservation law
Mixing chamber
Based on the momentum and energy 
conservation law
Ejector: one-dimensional constant pressure mixing model
Cycle: common thermodynamic analysis method
Diffuser
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Figure 3: The performance variations of two cycles versus te
Refrigerant: R134a/R23
The isentropic efficiencies of the ejector: 
0.8nη = 0.95mη = 0.8dη =
-60℃ Evaporating temperature -40℃
29.2% COP ↑ 23.9%
36.0% Volumetric cooling capacity ↑ 29.3%
m 0.7φ =
The compression ratio can be 
lowered by an average of 9.2% 
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Simulation results
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Figure 5: The performance variations of the ejector versus the 
intermediate pressure ratio Φm
Figure 4: The performance variations of two cycles versus the 
intermediate pressure ratio Φm
0.9 Intermediate pressure ratio 0.6
7.8% COP ↑ 37.4%
9.6% Volumetric cooling capacity ↑ 48.3%
Inlet pressure of suction nozzle ↓
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Figure 6: The performance variations of two cycles versus the 
vapor quality at the condenser outlet xcon








NARC COP,qvc have the maximum values
the fluctuation is minor
xcon  always near 
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01 There exist zopt for maximum COP
02Optimum mass fractions  are very close
03 The ejector  improve the performance without affecting the zopt
04Theqvc decreases with increasing z
Simulation results
Figure 7: The performance variations of two cycles versus the
R134a mass fraction of the refrigerant mixture z
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NARC can significantly improve the performance
26.9% of COP, 32.7% of qvc (-60~-40℃)
Lowering the intermediate pressure benefits the 
performance of the NARC
There exist optimal vapor qualities for the NARC
But the fluctuation is minor
There exists  zopt for maximum COP
Can be a guide for the design and operation of the 
NARC cycle
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Thank you！
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